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Abstract 
 

The Dynamic Animation Resource Core (DARC) Studio is a free, open-source 

.NET application for creating digital clips of animation.  There are currently many 

animation studio software products available for use, both commercial and open source. 

But for anyone who is not a professional animator, learning to use these animation suites 

can be daunting. Most animation programs are targeted at experienced, high level users.  

DARC Studio features a simple interface, designed so that inexperienced users can easily 

create clips of animation.  The animation clips created in DARC Studio can be played as 

stand alone video files, or incorporated into various types of multimedia projects.  

Additionally, extra animation effects and video export formats can be added to through 

the use of pluggable components.  DARC Studio also features comprehensive 

documentation for development of pluggable components. 
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1. Statement of the problem 
 

There are currently many animation studio software products available for use, 

both commercial and open source. But for anyone who is not a professional animator, 

learning to use these animation suites can be daunting. Most animation programs are 

targeted at experienced, high level users. This causes some major problems for a casual 

user, primarily complex interfaces and large resource consumption. 

Complex Interfaces. Animation studios tend to have several windows and 

toolbars packed with objects and tools related to advanced features. This makes the work 

environment look cluttered, and can be confusing for an inexperienced user. Exposing so 

many advanced tools can make it difficult to find the fundamental tools needed for basic 

editing. Figure 1. shows the animation interface of SynFig, a popular open source 

animation studio. The many open frames, and several free-floating windows create a 

cluttered and confusing environment. 

 

 
Figure 1. Synfig Interface (http://www.synfig.com//screenshots/screenshot.png) 
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Large Resource Consumption. Another problem is that a studio often has far 

more features built in than the casual user needs. With all of these built-in features, the 

application tends to require a relatively large amount of memory and processing power to 

run at a reasonable speed. In addition, open source projects of this size and complexity 

often lack stability. This is typically not a problem for professional animators because 

they usually work on high end computers. These programs typically run slowly and 

sometimes crash on the lower end or older computers owned by most hobbyists. 

 
2. Description of the solution. 
 

The Idea behind DARC Studio was to create a versatile animation software studio 

that is simple enough for a beginner to learn, but powerful enough to create high quality 

segments of animation. DARC Studio was inspired in part by the digital imaging program 

Paint.NET (shown below in Figure 2.). Paint.NET has straightforward interface. It is far 

faster and easier to use than larger, more bloated image editors such as Adobe Photoshop 

(commercial) or GIMP (open source). At the same time it is a powerful editor with many 

of the advanced features of the larger suites. It accomplishes this balance of simplicity 

and power by hiding its advanced options under well structured, intuitive menus.  

 
Figure 2. Screenshot of Paint.NET Interface 
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Furthermore, DARC Studio is a simple, yet powerful animation program that is highly 

versatile, fast, and reliable. DARC will be composed of a core application that performs 

basic animation manipulation and animation object management functions. This core is 

accompanied by a package of pluggable components that perform more advanced 

features, and can be added or removed as desired. 

 
Development of DARC Studio is designed around the following four attributes. 

 
Compact. By creating an extendible core that only manages animation 
objects and performs basic editing functions, the project has a small 
footprint and requires a relatively small amount of memory and processing 
power to run. Extra components can be added on as desired or needed. 

 
Stable. By focusing on testing, development of a strong central core and 
an elegant plug-in management system, DARC Studio is a fast and stable 
application. 

 
Clean. DARC Studio has a clean, straightforward interface. Advanced 
options are hidden until needed, while only the more commonly used basic 
editing tools are constantly exposed. 

 
Dynamic. DARC Studio’s plug-in system allows for customization of 
almost all areas of the application, including filters, exporting/rendering, 
management tools, and importing. (3) The project includes development 
of a default package of pluggable components that includes sample filters 
and the ability to render to various popular video formats through the 
MEncoder project.  (9)  DARC Studio also includes comprehensive 
documentation for creating plug-ins. 

 

Application Core 

The animation management function is designed using an object oriented 

approach. Each image used in an animation project is a separate object. The user has the 

ability to compile a series of image objects into a reusable animation object which can be 

imported into another project. 
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2.1 User profiles 
 
There are several potential users of this application 

Hobbyists. Someone who enjoys art and animation, who would like to produce 
animation without the overhead associated with larger suites. 
 
Technology Professionals. Someone who is not necessarily a professional 
animator, but wishes to produce animations for technical projects involving 
software interfaces or websites. 

 
Students. This application could be used in a classroom as a basic, but powerful 
tool to teach the fundamentals of animation. It could also be used to learn about 
developing plug-ins for more advanced technology students. 
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2.2 Design protocols 
 

Figure 3. below contains a class diagram of DARC Studio’s core application. 
 

    
Figure 3. Sample Classes 
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2.3 Interface Design 

DARC studio has two interfaces.  The first interface is the form interface.  The 

form interface consists of the window in which the application runs, and all of its menus 

and controls.  This interface conforms to the general standards of Windows 

programming, containing a menu bar with File, Project, View, and Help menus.  These 

menus function in a manner similar to their counterparts in other Windows applications.  

The form interface also contains a free floating window that is used to manage the 

animation projects image resources.  These resources can be double clicked, or dragged 

onto the project stage to add them to the current animation frame. 

The stage interface (the central white area in Figure 4.) acts as an interface to the 

internal components of the animation project, and is contained within the form interface.  

The stage acts as a window into an individual frame of animation and allows the user to 

manipulate its contents. 

 
Figure 4. DARC Studio user interface 
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2.4 Icons/graphical symbols 
 

DARC Studio incorporates several icons and graphical symbols to denote the 

function of various buttons.  Some symbols that have been created but are subject to 

change are shown below in Figure 5. 

 

                

Figure 5. DARC Studio sample interface icons 

 

Umbrella Logo. currently used as primary project logo. This is subject to change 
as the project logo. 
 
Grid Icon. Used on the toggle button for the grid overlay 

Play Icon. Used on playback button for current animation project 

Shadow Icon. Used on toggle button to show semi-transparent overlay of 
previous three screens. 
 
Next Frame Icon. The icons used for frame navigation have a blue color scheme. 

 

2.5 Color scheme 

The color scheme of the interface, for the most part, conforms to the color and 

stylistic themes of whatever operating system is running DARC Studio.  However, there 

will be a secondary color scheme of black, silver, and blue for items that are not 

determined by the operating system. 
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3. Deliverables 
 

Resource Management.  The core application manages image resources that are 
used by the current project. 
 
Pluggable Components.  The core application supports plug-ins to add additional 
image filters and video encoders. 
 
Preview Player.  The preview player plays the project by rendering it in real 
time, giving the user an idea of what the exported animation will look like. 
 
Project Files.  DARC Studio uses the xml based SBF file format to save and load 
project data. 

 
Plug-Ins 
 DARC Studio uses plug-ins to provide video export formats and extra image 
filters. 
 

Export Plug-ins. DARC Studio has one default plug-in for exporting projects to 
video.  This default plug-in adapts the video encoding capabilities of the FFMpeg 
project for use by DARC Studio. 
 
Filter Plug-ins. DARC Studio has one default sample filter plug-in containing 
four image filters.  These filters allow the user to apply the following effect to 
images; transparency, color inversion, mirroring, and monochrome. 

 
Documentation 
 
 Comprehensive documentation is important for applications that have a user 
development component. 
 
 User Help. Standard help style documentation for the average user. 
 

API Documentation. An API (Application Programming Interface) is a way for 
programmers to write code that interacts with another application.  Documenting 
the structure of DARC Studio’s API will allow other programmers to easily 
develop plug-ins. 
 

Plug-in Tutorial. The documentation also contains a simple step-by-step tutorial that 
walks developers through creating a plug-in. 
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4. Design and Development 

 In this section I discuss the elements of design and development of DARC Studio. 

4.1 Budget 

This project does not require much in the way of equipment. The only tools I  need are a 

development environment and compiler, and a development platform. I have chosen to 

use Visual Studio 2005 as my development environment and compiler. I will use a PC 

running Windows Vista business edition as my development platform. Figure 6 below 

shows a cost analysis these items. 

 
 
Item Student Cost Retail Cost 

Visual Studio 2008 Free $299.00 

Windows Vista Business Free $310.00 

Windows XP Professional Free $283.00 

PC for Development Own $1,500.00 

Total $0.00 $2,392.00 

Figure 6. Project budget 
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4.2 Timeline 

 This section discusses the development timeline for DARC Studio. 

4.3 Key Dates 

Below are some of the key dates from my project timeline.  The full timeline can be seen 

in Figure 7. on the next page. 

 
Core Design Completed (2/20/2008)  
Design of the core application, primarily the content management system, was 
completed by this date. 

 
Develop Default Plug-in Package (3/9/2008) 
The plug-in package contains two filter plug-ins and a plug-in for exporting a 
project to video. 

 
Tech Expo (5/22/2008) 
Project was presented at Tech Expo 

 
Project Complete (5/28/2008) 
DARC Studio development concluded 
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Figure 7. Gant chart representation of project timeline 
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4.4 Software 
 

Visual Studio 2008. Software development environment. 

Windows Vista Business. Primary operating system of development platform, 
also used for testing. 

 
Windows XP Professional. Operating system used for testing, also used for 
mobile development. 

 
4.5 Hardware 
 

Intel Pentium IV 3.0 Ghz PC. Primary development and testing platform. 

Dell XPS M1210 Notebook. Secondary development and testing platform. 
 
4.6 Tools 
 

C#.NET. The core studio and plug-ins will be written in .NET, allowing for 
portability to several operating systems and easy open source and plug-in 
development. 

 
GDI+. The standard graphics library built into the .NET framework. GDI+ is 
capable of handling the basic graphical manipulations that need to be carried out 
by the core studio. (2)  GDI+ is preferable to more advanced graphics libraries 
due to reduced dependency on external libraries.  

 
FFMPEG / MPlayer. The FFMPEG project is an open source video encoding 
library.  DARC Studio will use parts of this project to compress the frames of an 
animation project into various video formats.  MPlayer is a command line video 
encoder that is built on the FFMPEG libraries. 
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5. Proof of Design 
 

In this section I show the functionality of DARC Studio, and how it fulfills the 

promised deliverables. 

5.1 DARC Studio Interface 

 The first deliverable calls for a core application that can be used to manage 

project resources.  When the user runs DARC Studio, they will first encounter the 

primary user interface shown below in Figure 4.   

 
5.2 New Project 
 
 To create a new project, the user selects File > New Project.  Upon choosing to 

create a new project, the user will be prompted to enter a resolution for the project as 

shown in Figure 8.  Once selected, the resolution cannot be changed. 

 
Figure 8. New Project Resolution Screen 
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After the user clicks the OK button to confirm the resolution, a workspace of the selected 

resolution is created in the center of the DARC Studio window.  This workspace (shown 

below in Figure 9.) acts as a second interface within DARC Studio’s primary interface.  

The workspace allows the user to directly manipulate the objects used in an animation 

project.  When a new project is created, a blank frame is generated and attached to the 

stage. 

 

 
Figure 9. New Project 

 
 
5.3 Import Resources 

 Project resources are the foundation of animation projects created in DARC 

Studio.  By selecting Project > Import Resource, the user is able to import images of any 

format that is supported by the .NET Framework.  Figure 10. on the next page shows how 

resources are selected using an open dialog box. 
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Figure 10. Importing an Image Resource 

 
After an image is selected, a project resource object is generated and the resource 

becomes available in the resources window as shown below in Figure 11. 

 

 
Figure 11. Imported Resources in the Resources Window 
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5.4 Manipulating Images 

 Once a resource has been imported and is available in the resource window, it can 

be added to the current frame by double-clicking its thumbnail image.  Once added to the 

frame (See Figure 12 below.) an object can be moved, resized, or transformed by a filter. 

 

 
Figure 12. A selected image with sizing handles 
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The user can change the placement of an image by dragging it to the desired 

location.  Sizing is accomplished by clicking and dragging the sizing handles around the 

selected image as in Figure 13. below.  Filter and Z-indexing options can be selected by 

right-clicking an object and selecting the desired options from the resulting context menu.  

In addition, objects can be manipulated through keyboard shortcuts.  For example, 

selected images can be moved using the common video game movement keys of W, A, S, 

D, and Z.  A selected image can be deleted by pressing the delete key, and new frames 

can be added by pressing Ctrl + N. 

 

 
Figure 13. A resized image 

 
When a resource is added to a frame, it is represented by a FilterTransformation 

object.  The FilterTransformation object links back to the original resource, and keeps 

track of any size, placement, or filter changes to that particular instance of the resource.  

The ability to import and manipulate resource images, in addition to the ability to create 

new projects and frames satisfies the first deliverable. 
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5.5 Applying Filters 

The sixth requirement specified in my deliverables calls the development of 

sample filter plug-ins.  Figure 14. below shows an opacity filter applied to an object that 

has been selected.  A filter can be added to an image by right-clicking the image, 

selecting filters, and then selecting the desired filter.  Once a filter is added, the properties 

toolbox appears.  Each filter added to the selected image has a corresponding tab in the 

properties toolbox.  Properties for an individual filter can be adjusted under its tab. 

 
Figure 14. Transparency filter 
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5.6 Work Area Overlays 

 DARC Studio has two work area overlays integrated into its interface to help the 

user gauge the amount of motion between frames.  The first of these overlays is the grid 

overlay.  Figure 15. below shows a project with the grid overlay enabled.  The spacing 

between the lines of the grid can be adjusted by changing the value in the Grid Size 

number box on the main toolbar. 

 
Figure 15. Grid overlay 
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The second overlay is the shadow overlay.  The shadow overlay (shown below in Figure 

16.) helps the user gauge motion by adding a semi-transparent overlay of the previous 

frame to the current frame.  The shadow overlay can be toggled on and off by clicking the 

shadow overlay icon on the main toolbar. 

 
Figure 16. Shadow overlay 
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5.7 Preview Player 

 The third deliverable calls for an internal player that gives the user a preview of 

their animation before it is exported.  Figure 17. below shows DARC Studio’s internal 

video player.  The player renders frames in real time, allowing the user to preview how 

the video will play without having to export it. 

 
Figure 17. Preview player 
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5.8 Save / Load Files 

 The fourth deliverable requires that projects can be saved in a single, self-

contained XML based file format.  Figure 18. below shows the save dialog box, where 

the user selects a location to save their project file. 

 
Figure 18. Save project dialog 
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The entire project is then converted to an XML based text format such as the one shown 

below in Figure 19.  Project images are written to a byte stream, then converted to a base 

64 string and embedded in the XML file.  The project save file contains data on the 

project resolution, resources, and frames.  When a project is saved, relations between all 

of the project objects are also written to the XML file.  These relationships are 

reestablished when the project file is loaded. 

 

 
Figure 19. Project in XML format 
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5.9 Export File to Video 

 The fifth deliverable requires the ability to develop plug-ins that can export 

animation project files to various video formats.  It also requires one sample export plug-

in.  DARC Studio comes with one default sample plug-in that is capable of exporting 

projects to the XVid MPEG-4 format.  Figure 20. below shows a sample video created in 

DARC Studio using the sample plug-in, playing in Windows Media Player. 

 

 
Figure 20. Exported video playing in Windows Media Player 
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When the user selects to export a project from the project menu, they are presented with 

the project export window shown in Figure 21.  The project export window contains a list 

of all export plug-ins detected in the Export folder.  A description of the selected plug-in 

is displayed in the description box. 

 
Figure 21. Select export plug-in screen 
 
The sample plug-in uses the MEncoder command line video encoder application to 

compress animation projects into the MPEG-4 video format.  The plug-in first renders the 

frames of the project as a series of Jpeg images, which it then passes to the MEncoder 

application along with the user’s chosen compression options. 

 The export project window also contains fields where the user can select the save 

filename and destination, as well as enter the frames per second. 
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After a project has been exported, it can then be used in a video project.  There are many 

applications that can be used to edit video, such as Windows Movie Maker shown below 

in Figure 22. 

 
Figure 22. An exported project in Windows Movie Maker 

5.10 Creating Filter Plug-ins 

 The eighth deliverable requires that developers are able to write plug-ins to create 

custom filters for DARC Studio.  Filter plug-ins can be written by creating a class that 

implements the iFilterPlug interface.  The sample code form the opacity filter is shown 

below in figure 23. 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using ProtoDARC; 
using ProtoDARC.Plugins; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using System.Drawing; 
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using System.Drawing.Imaging; 
 
 
namespace FilterPack 
{ 
    public class OpacityFilter : IFilterPlug 
    { 
        OpacityControl opControl = new OpacityControl(); 
 
        public string Name 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "Opacity"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public string Description 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "Changes the transparency of an image"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public UserControl ControlPanel 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return opControl; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public Image TransformImage(Image imageIn) 
        { 
            // Change opacity 
            Image opImage = new Bitmap(imageIn.Width, imageIn.Height); 
            Graphics g = Graphics.FromImage(opImage); 
 
            ColorMatrix opMatrix = new ColorMatrix(); 
            opMatrix.Matrix33 = (float)Convert.ToSingle(opControl.Opacity); 
 
            ImageAttributes opAttrib = new ImageAttributes(); 
            opAttrib.SetColorMatrix(opMatrix, ColorMatrixFlag.Default, 
ColorAdjustType.Bitmap); 
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            g.DrawImage(imageIn, new Rectangle(0, 0, opImage.Width, opImage.Height), 0, 
0, imageIn.Width,  
                imageIn.Height, GraphicsUnit.Pixel, opAttrib); 
            g.Dispose(); 
 
            return opImage; 
        } 
    } 
} 

Figure 23. Sample code from opacity filter plug-in 

As per the deliverables, the above sample source code is available to developers.  The 

IFilterPlug interface that needs to be implemented in the filter plug-in is shown below in 

Figure 24. 

 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using System.Drawing; 
 
namespace ProtoDARC.Plugins 
{ 
    public interface IFilterPlug 
    { 
        string Name { get; } 
        string Description { get; } 
 
        UserControl ControlPanel { get; } 
 
        Image TransformImage(Image imageIn); 
 
 
    } 
} 
 
Figure 24. IFilterPlug interface
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5.11 Creating a Video Export Plug-in 

 Users can create video export plug-ins by using the ProtoDARC and 

ProtoDARC.Plugins namespaces.  The code below in Figure 25. shows a new DARC 

Studio plug-ing project in visual studio. 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using ProtoDARC; 
using ProtoDARC.Plugins; 
 
namespace VideoExportMP4 
{ 
    public class VideoExportMP4 : IVideoExportPlug 
    { 
         
    } 
} 
 

Figure 25. New video export plug-in filter 

To create a video export plug-in for DARC Studio, the developer needs to first add a 

project reference to DARC Studio.exe.  The classes necessary for development are under 

the ProtoDARC and ProtoDARC.Plugins namespaces.  The class must also implement 

the IVideoExportPlug interface as shown in the sample code of Figure 26. below. 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using ProtoDARC; 
using ProtoDARC.Plugins; 
using System.Diagnostics; 
 
namespace VideoExportMP4 
{ 
    public class VideoExportMP4 : IVidEncoderPlug 
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    { 
        public VideoExportMP4() 
        { 
        } 
 
        public String Name 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "XVid MPEG4 Format"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public String Description 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "Encodes a video project using the XVid MPEG-4 Format and AVI 
container"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public void ExportVideo(ProjectOptions optsIn) 
        {       
            //System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(Environment.CurrentDirectory); 
             
            ProcessStartInfo mEncodeProcInfo = new 
ProcessStartInfo(@"C:\DT\mencode.exe"); 
            mEncodeProcInfo.WindowStyle = ProcessWindowStyle.Hidden; 
            mEncodeProcInfo.Arguments = generateArguments(optsIn); 
 
            Process mEncode = new Process(); 
            mEncode.StartInfo = mEncodeProcInfo; 
            mEncode.Start(); 
             
            System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show("Plug-in accessed successfully"); 
        } 
 
        private string generateArguments(ProjectOptions optsIn) 
        { 
            StringBuilder argString = new StringBuilder(); 
            argString.Append(@"mencoder mf://@C:\DT\FrameImageLog.txt -mf w="); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.Width.ToString()); 
            argString.Append(":h="); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.Height.ToString()); 
            argString.Append(":fps="); 
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            argString.Append(optsIn.FPS.ToString()); 
            argString.Append(@":type=jpg -ovc lavc -lavcopts vcodec=mpeg4:mbd=2:trell -
oac copy -o "); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.FilePath + ".avi"); 
             
            return argString.ToString(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Figure 26. Code from sample export plug-in
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6. Conclusions and recommendations 

The Dynamic Animation Resource Core Studio was an interesting project to 

develop.  Before this project I had not worked much with reflection, which played a role 

in developing the plug-in architecture.  The plug-in architecture was probably the most 

difficult part of this project to develop, because it required the use of unknown 

technologies, coordination various smaller software projects, and coding to handle the 

dynamic nature of adding and removing plug-ins.  The other section where I ran into 

some difficulties was writing the code to load and save project files.  I was unable to use 

the method of saving these files I originally intended, and ended up trying several 

different methods before going with an XML format.  Even after deciding on using an 

XML format, there were several ways to code writing to an XML file, and imbedding 

images in an XML file turned out to be an obstacle as well. 

 To anyone writing an animation studio, I would say that once I started getting into 

some of the finer design details, I realized that this would be a much more complex 

project than it originally seemed.  Overall DARC Studio was an interesting project to 

develop, and I learned a great deal through the work and research necessary to complete 

it.
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Appendix A – Plug-in Interfaces 

 
Video Encoder Plug-in Interface 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Drawing; 
 
namespace ProtoDARC.Plugins 
{ 
    public interface IVidEncoderPlug 
    { 
        string Name { get; } 
        string Description { get; } 
 
        void ExportVideo(List<AniFrame> framesIn, ProjectOptions optsIn); 
    } 
} 
 
 
Filter Plug-in Interface 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using System.Drawing; 
 
namespace ProtoDARC.Plugins 
{ 
    public interface IFilterPlug 
    { 
        string Name { get; } 
        string Description { get; } 
 
        UserControl ControlPanel { get; } 
 
        Image TransformImage(Image imageIn); 
 
 
    } 
} 
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Appendix B – Plug-in Sample Code 
 

Video export plug-in sample code 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using ProtoDARC; 
using ProtoDARC.Plugins; 
using System.Diagnostics; 
 
namespace VideoExportMP4 
{ 
    public class VideoExportMP4 : IVidEncoderPlug 
    { 
        public VideoExportMP4() 
        { 
        } 
 
        public String Name 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "XVid MPEG4 Format"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public String Description 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "Encodes a video project using the XVid MPEG-4 Format and AVI 
container"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public void ExportVideo(ProjectOptions optsIn) 
        { 
             
            //System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(Environment.CurrentDirectory); 
             
            ProcessStartInfo mEncodeProcInfo = new 
ProcessStartInfo(@"C:\DT\mencode.exe"); 
            mEncodeProcInfo.WindowStyle = ProcessWindowStyle.Hidden; 
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            mEncodeProcInfo.Arguments = generateArguments(optsIn); 
 
            Process mEncode = new Process(); 
            mEncode.StartInfo = mEncodeProcInfo; 
            mEncode.Start(); 
              
             
 
            System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show("Plug-in accessed successfully"); 
        } 
 
        private string generateArguments(ProjectOptions optsIn) 
        { 
            StringBuilder argString = new StringBuilder(); 
            argString.Append(@"mencoder mf://@C:\DT\FrameImageLog.txt -mf w="); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.Width.ToString()); 
            argString.Append(":h="); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.Height.ToString()); 
            argString.Append(":fps="); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.FPS.ToString()); 
            argString.Append(@":type=jpg -ovc lavc -lavcopts vcodec=mpeg4:mbd=2:trell -
oac copy -o "); 
            argString.Append(optsIn.FilePath + ".avi"); 
 
            System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(argString.ToString()); 
 
            return argString.ToString(); 
        } 
    } 
} 
 

 
Opacity filter plug-in sample code 
 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using ProtoDARC; 
using ProtoDARC.Plugins; 
using System.Windows.Forms; 
using System.Drawing; 
using System.Drawing.Imaging; 
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namespace FilterPack 
{ 
    public class OpacityFilter : IFilterPlug 
    { 
        OpacityControl opControl = new OpacityControl(); 
 
        public string Name 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "Opacity"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public string Description 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return "Changes the transparency of an image"; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public UserControl ControlPanel 
        { 
            get 
            { 
                return opControl; 
            } 
        } 
 
        public Image TransformImage(Image imageIn) 
        { 
            // Change opacity 
 
            Image opImage = new Bitmap(imageIn.Width, imageIn.Height); 
            Graphics g = Graphics.FromImage(opImage); 
 
            ColorMatrix opMatrix = new ColorMatrix(); 
            opMatrix.Matrix33 = (float)Convert.ToSingle(opControl.Opacity); 
 
            ImageAttributes opAttrib = new ImageAttributes(); 
            opAttrib.SetColorMatrix(opMatrix, ColorMatrixFlag.Default, 
ColorAdjustType.Bitmap); 
 
            g.DrawImage(imageIn, new Rectangle(0, 0, opImage.Width, opImage.Height), 0, 
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0, imageIn.Width,  
                imageIn.Height, GraphicsUnit.Pixel, opAttrib); 
            g.Dispose(); 
 
            return opImage; 
 
        } 
    } 
} 
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